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Abstract
Online instructors worldwide often integrate online group discussions into their
curriculum as studies have shown that these types of student interactions are beneficial
and can have positive impacts on critical thinking, knowledge retention, and student
engagement. However, the perceptions of learners towards online group discussions often
fluctuate and are not always positive. This article will explore common issues learners
typically encounter with online group discussions, primarily asynchronous online group
discussions and provide research-based strategies to resolve them.

Introduction
Critical thinking, collaboration, and interaction are core elements of effective instruction
in both traditional face-to-face and online instruction. As a result, instructors and
instructional designers constantly seek out new ways to improve and enhance these skills.
Based on research studies, group discussions have proven to be an ideal strategy to meet
those needs. By creating opportunities for learners to connect and interact with their peers
and exposing learners to alternate perceptions, group discussions create a space for deep
reflection and critical thinking. (Joyner, 2012; Klemm, 2000; Cox & Cox, 2008; Hulkari
& Mahlamäki-Kultanen, 2008; LaPointe & Reisetter, 2008). Furthermore, asynchronous
online group discussions have grown in popularity, as they provide the same benefits of
traditional group discussions along with the flexibility and convenience of a virtual
environment, thereby allowing for continuous reflection and interaction to take place with
no limits on time and space (Arend, 2009; Lea, 2001).
Conversely, despite the known benefits, many instructors still encounter low learner
participation and engagement in asynchronous online discussions and are continuously
looking for new and innovative ways to encourage students to participate out of intention
instead of obligation. Past research suggests that this may be attributed to a variety of
factors including low motivation, decreased self-efficacy, psychological resistance, and
academic anxiety (Lee, 2013; Rahman, Yasin, Yassin, & Nordin, 2011). In this paper we
will address some of these factors looking deeper into some of the issues online learners
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typically encounter with online group discussion and provide research-based strategies to
help resolve them.
Issue #1: Unclear Purpose
Students are more willing to participate when they understand how an activity or
assignment is related to a learning experience and how it will benefit them in the future.
This is no different for asynchronous online discussions. When students understand the
purpose of a discussion or how it is related to a specific learning goal, they are more likely
to participate (Lee, 2013; Jung, Choi, Lim, & Leem, 2002). Consequently, it is important
that students are informed of the purpose and relevance of an online group discussion to
a specific topic, overall course goal, and even the implications beyond the classroom.
However, before the purpose of an online group discussion can be determined, it is
important that the overall learning goal of instruction also be defined. In learning, online
group discussion are often used to meet one of two goals - teamwork or collaboration.
Though often used interchangeably, collaboration and teamwork are not the same and
have a different focus and outcome. Teamwork focuses primarily on an end goal, often
with defined smaller sub-tasks that can be divided among the group members and
completed to meet that goal, while, collaboration focuses primarily on the process, in
which the tasks and end goal may be flexible and relies on the shared and collective input
of the entire group to be defined (Brown, 2017). Though online group discussion can be
useful for both teamwork and collaboration, it is important that the primary goal be clearly
established as this goal affects the structure and overall impact of the online group
discussion. Once this is determined, both the expectation and purpose should be
communicated to the student.
Issue #2: Unclear Guidelines and Instructions
Once the learner understands the main outcome and purpose of the online group
discussion the next logical step is to ensure that the learner also understands what is
expected of them. Clear and concise guidelines and instructions should be provided for
each online group discussion. This can be achieved with a rubric which contains details
such as due dates, points associated, and rules of participation.
Expectations should also be set for student responses to ensure meaningful interactions
and contributions occur (McFerrin & Christensen, 2013). For example, students can be
challenged to incorporate two of the three C’s listed in their response: (1) Comment (e.g.,
“I agree that… because…”; “I disagree that… because…”), (2) point of Connection (e.g.,
“I also have read/seen/heard/thought that…”), or (3) point of Clarification (e.g., “I
wonder why/how/who/what/when/where…”) (Gernsbacher, 2016). Providing clear and
concise instructions and guidelines upfront allows learners to focus on their contribution
to the group discussion and make connections which may inspire additional questions,
thus resulting in a collaborative exchange among peers.
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Issue #3: Mundane and Monotonous Discussion Questions
One of the most difficult aspects of creating online group discussions is constructing the
most valuable questions or structure. The online group discussion structure is of
paramount importance as it sets the foundation for the entire online group discussion and
may directly influence the impact on learning. Unfortunately, the highest cognitive levels
are rarely achieved and poor group discussion structure is often a contributing factor
(Reyes-Foster & DeNoyelles, 2016).
Open-ended and topical discussions are among the most widely used structures for online
group discussions, however, learners typically respond to these types of questions with a
simple statement of agreement, which is ineffective in stimulating a collaborative group.
Consequently, instructors must consider incorporating alternative methods to open-ended
questions such as debates, case-based scenarios or wordclouds, which are better suited to
activate higher levels of critical thinking (Darabi, Arrastia, Nelson, Cornille, & Liang,
2011; Gernsbacher, 2016; Reyes-Foster & DeNoyelles, 2016; Richardson & Ice, 2010).
Also, if a single course is comprised of multiple online group discussions, it is important
that a variety of structures be employed to help break up the monotony and keep the
learner interested and motivated to participate. Integrating multimedia and visual
elements may also increase student interest (Joyner, 2012).
Issue # 4: Forced Participation
Perhaps the one of the most contentious topics as it relates to online group discussion or
online assignments in general is forced participation. Learners are less likely to participate
in certain behaviors, such as course assignments if there are no associated extrinsic
motivator or incentive, such as a grade (Docan, 2006). Though the idea of graded online
group discussions on its own is not a negative concept, it may have negative impacts on
the way students participate and respond to them.
For example, the most popular method used to grade online group discussions is the give
students credit for an initial post and one or more responses to their peers. Unfortunately,
if a learner does not have a meaningful opinion to the discussion question, they are still
required to respond as their grade is directly dependent upon their initial response. This
may result in student responses that are simplistic and inauthentic that may compromise
the overall quality of the discussion and its ability to facilitate meaningful collaboration
and interaction among the group’s members (Morrison, 2012). Research has shown that
responses to other students are far more common than original postings (Orlando, 2017).
This then begs the question, should learners be forced to provide an original post, if they
do not have one?
A potential solution to this issue is to encourage participation rather than force it. For
example, learners may be graded on their overall contribution to a discussion, which
considers the quality of all contributions made to the discussion without requiring each
student to make an “initial” post. Instructors may also consider, giving learners a choice
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to select from a group of predetermined discussion topics/structures, which encourages
the learner to participate in topics of interest to them to which they are more likely to
participate.
Ultimately, the best way to encourage student participation will be to ask the right
question, so consider the learning outcome of the discussion and pose questions that will
stimulate interest in learners. Keep in mind that depending on the topic you may also want
to consider allowing students to post anonymously.
Issue #5: Lack of Participation
Despite the known benefits on online group discussions, one of the most prevalent issues
that instructors struggle with is a lack of student participation. In group discussions both
face-to-face and online, it is commonly observed that a subset of students will dominate
the conversation and others will be hesitant to participate (Orlando, 2017; Morrison,
2012). Though this small subset of students may make relevant contributions to the
overall success of the group discussions, it may also hinder the other individual group
members’ ability to reap the benefits associated through active participation.
One way to encourage full member participation in an online group discussion is by using
roles. Role assignments have been found to be beneficial in collaborative scenario-based
discussions, having positive impacts on the activation of higher levels of cognition
(Darabi et al., 2011). Specific roles, such as that of a group leader is especially important
when the goal of an online group discussion is focused on teamwork, as it ensures that
proper organization is provided and that each member is held accountable for their role
in the completion of the team’s tasks. Table 1.1 contains a list of potential roles and a
brief description about each one.
Table 1.1 Role Descriptions
Role
Facilitator/Initiator

Connector

Explorer/Innovator

Innovator
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Description
This role helps to initiate the conversation by posting
the first comment, keep it going by encouraging others
to participate by asking follow-up questions and ensure
that the conversation stays on task.
This role helps to make connections between the
discussion topic and the overall learning objective,
course content and even the overall course goal. They
may also help to highlight connections among student
contributions to the current post.
The participant in this role will seek to go out and find
facts and resources that are relevant to the current
discussion.
This role encourages innovative ideas and thinking. To
do this they may often go out and find relevant
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resources and bring back unique ideas and perspectives
to the group. This may be combined with the explorer.
Summarizer/Assembler
In this role, the participant will create a summary of the
groups’ thoughts and findings. They may also help to
bring the conversation to a close and highlight key take
ways. May be combined with the role of facilitator.
Fixer/Quality Control
This role can be twofold. 1. They can ensure harmony
within the group and work to resolve any issues that
may come up. (2) This participant may also remove
offensive posts or ensure proper grammar is used. This
role may be especially useful when a group is required
to present a final product.
Current Events Contributor This participant seeks to apply the current discussion to
any relevant current event.
Devil’s Advocate
In this role, the participant will help to raise counter
arguments (asking “what-if questions) to get the
participants to explore differing viewpoints.
Wild-card
In this role, the participant will fill in as needed
Note. Source for table adapted from “Using “roles” in your online discussions”, by North,
S. (2017). Retrieved from https://cuonlineblog.ucdenver.edu/faculty/using-roles-in-youronline-discussions
Conclusion
There are many contributing factors that may affect a learner’s participation in and
perceptions of online group discussions and additional research is needed to find the most
successful formula to address these factors. However, existing research has already
provided crucial guidelines that can be used as a starting point. The primary
recommendation to instructors and instructional designers is to continue to seek out
creative methods that not only encourage learners to exchange and explore ideas, but also
motivate them to participate and interact with their peers. When met in tandem,
motivation along with effective collaboration contributes to the creation of unique
learning spaces in which crucial thinking skills are developed and nurtured that will be
useful beyond the boundaries of the virtual classroom.
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